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Поэт Абрахам Коули, в чьей биографии Сэмюэл Джонсон впервые назвал и описал метафизической поэзии Реформация эпохи литературы Обзор 16-го века Ренессанс гуманизма Реформация эпохи Пропаганда 16-го века в поэзии 16-го века в литературе британской елизаветинской валлийской шотландской англо-
ирландской метафии Поэты английского театра Ренессанса Пасторальная История Нравственности Трагедия Месть Континентальная Чешская Швейцарская Швейцарская Швейцарская Швейцарская Румынская Румынская Богорич алфавит Голландский Ренессанс и Фольклор Золотого Века Низких Стран
Скандинавский Датский Датский Норвежский Норвежский Финский Финский Исландский vte Термин метафизические Poets was invented by the critic Samuel Johnson to describe a free group of 17th-century English poets whose works were characterized by the inventive use of vanity and a great emphasis on the oral rather than
lyrical quality of their verse. These poets were not officially related, and few were highly regarded until 20th century attention established their significance. Given the lack of coherence of both movement and the diversity of style among poets, it was suggested that calling them Baroque poets after their era might be more useful. However,
after the metaphysical style was established, it was sometimes adopted by other and especially young poets under the appropriate conditions. The origin of the title In the chapter about Abraham Cowley in his life of the most prominent English poets (1779-81), Samuel Johnson dates back to the early 17th century, in which there was a
race of writers who can be called metaphysical poets. This does not necessarily mean that he intended to use metaphysical in his true sense, in the sense that he probably meant the wit of John Dryden, who said of John Donnell: He influences metaphysics not only in his satire, but also in his love poems, where nature must only reign;
and puzzles the minds of the fair sex with the beautiful speculations of philosophy when it should engage their hearts, and entertain them with the softness of love. In this... Mr. Cowley copied it for error. Probably the only writer before Dryden who talked about the new style of poetry was Drummond of Hawthornen, who in an undated letter
of the 1630s made the accusation that some people in recent times, transformers all, consulted on its reformation, and tried to abstract from her metaphysical ideas and scholastic quiddities, challenging her habits of her own, and those decorations with which she hatheed a few years. Criticism Part of the series on the 17th century
scholasticism of the Fon Protestant Reformation of the Counter-Reformation of the Aristotelianism Scholasticism Scholasticism of the 17th century Scholastics Metaphysical Poets in the Church in Christianity Labadists vs. Jesuit Pietism vs. Orthodox Lutheran Nadere Reformatie in Dutch Calvinism Richard Hooker vs. Ramists Reactions
in the philosophy of Modernists vs. Catholics Neologs vs. Lutheran Spinozists vs. Dutch Calvinists Deists vs. Anglican John Locke vs. Bishop Stillingfleet This Box: viewedtalkit August Johnson's assessment, and to show their training was all their efforts. but, unfortunately, having decided to show it in rhyme, instead of writing poetry, they
wrote only poems, and, very often, poems such as standing trial over the finger are better than the ear; for modulation was so imperfect that they were found only verses, counting syllables ... The most heterogeneous ideas are needleed by violence together; nature and art are plundered for illustrations, comparisons and allusions; their
training instructs, and their subtilty surprises; but the reader usually thinks that his improvement is expensively bought, and although he sometimes admires, rarely satisfied. Johnson echoed the disapproval of earlier critics who supported the rival canons of August poetry because while Johnson may have given the Metaphysical school the
name by which he is now known, he was far from the first to condemn the poetic use of vanity and the play of 17th-century words. John Dryden has already satirized baroque taste for them in his Mac Flecknoe and Joseph Addison, quoting it, singled out George Herbert's poetry as a blatant example. Recognition of the 20th century During
the 1920s T.S. Eliot did much to establish the importance of the metaphysical school, both through his critical writing and through the application of their method in his own work. By 1961, A. Alvarez wrote that it might be a little late in the day to write about metaphysical. The great fashion for Donn was the passing of the Anglo-American
experimental movement in contemporary poetry. Two decades later, it was suggested that the emphasis on their importance was an attempt by Eliot and his followers to impose 17th-century English poetry on high Anglican and royal literary history. But Colin Barrow's dissenting view in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography is that
the term metaphysical poets still retains some value. First, Donne's poetry had a significant influence on subsequent poets who imitated his style. And there are several instances in which 17th-century poets have used the word metaphysical in their works, which means that Samuel Johnson's description has some basis in the use of the
previous century. However, the term isolates English poets from those who shared similar stylistic traits in America. It has therefore been argued since the 1960s that the gathering of all these poets under the direction of Baroque poets would have been more useful in a comprehensive way. Definition of canon There is no scientific
consensus as to which English poets or poems fit into the metaphysical genre. In his original use of the term, Johnson quoted only three poets: Abraham Cowley, John Donne and John Cleveland. Colin Burrow later singled out John Don, George Herbert, Henry Vaughan, Andrew Marvell and Richard Crashaw as central figures, while
naming much more, all or part of whose work was defined as separating his characteristics. Two key nitologs, in particular, were responsible for identifying common stylistic traits among 17th-century poets. The metaphysical texts and verses of Herbert Grierson of the seventeenth century (1921) were important in determining the
metaphysical canon. In addition, the metaphysical poets Helen Gardner (1957) included proto-metaphysical writers such as William Shakespeare and Sir Walter Raleigh and, expanding into restoration, brought in Edmund Waller and Rochester. Though comprehensive, her choice, as Burrow notes, so dilutes the style to make it almost co-
sexual with seventeenth-century poetry. Later additions to the metaphysical canon included the sacred poets of England and America, who were virtually unknown for centuries. John Norris was better known as a Platonist philosopher. Thomas Trahern's poetry remained unpublished until the early 20th century. The work of Edward Taylor,
who is now considered an outstanding English-speaking poet of North America, was not discovered until 1937. Johnson's sense of community definition of metaphysical poets was that of a hostile critic looking back at the style of the last century. In 1958, Alvarez proposed an alternative approach in a series of lectures, eventually
published as the Donn School. It was a look at the practice and self-determination of a circle of friends about Donne who were the recipients of many of his verse letters. They were a group of fifteen young professionals interested in poetry, many of whom are poets themselves, although, like Donne for most of his life, few of them
published their works. Instead, copies were distributed in manuscripts among them. Uncertain atonings led to some verses from their fraternity being attributed to Donn by later editors. The title page of Henry Vaughan's Silex Scintillans, 1650 The young second generation was a close-knit group of courtiers, some of them with family or
professional connections with the Donne circle, who originally borrowed Donna's manner of cultivating wit. Among them were Lord Herbert of Cherbury and his brother George, whose mother Magdalene was another recipient of Donne's poetry letters. After all George Herbert, Henry Vaughan and Richard Crashaw, all who knew each
other, engaged in religious life and expanded their previously secular approach in this new field. Later, a generation of metaphysical poets writing during the Commonwealth became more formulaic and lacked vitality. Among them were Cleveland and its imitators, as well as such transitional figures as Cowley and Marvel. What everything
in common, according to Alvarez, was respect, not for metaphysics, but for intelligence. Johnson's remark that writing according to their plan was at least necessary to read and think only echoed his acceptance a century and a half ago in many tributes paid to Donna in his death. For example, Jasper Mayne's comment that for fellow
readers of his work, Wee thought wit when it was understood. Combined with this went an energetic sense of speaking voices. It begins with a crude versification of satire written by Donn and others in his circle, such as Everard Gilpin and John Rowe. Later, he modulates the next generation's thoughtful religious verses with their
exclamation or conversational openings and their sense of mind, playing over the subject and examining it from all angles. Helen Gardner also noted the dramatic quality of this poetry as a personal address of argument and persuasion, whether it be a conversation with a physical lover, with God, with Christ's mother Mary, or with a
congregation of believers. Elegics Another approach to defining a community of readers is to survey who is talking about whom and how in their poetry. After Donne's death, it is natural that his friend Edward Herbert should write him an elegy full of high and exaggerated metaphysical logic. Similarly, Abraham Cowley marks the death of
Krashaw and another member of Donn's literary circle, Henry Watton. Here, however, while Cowley briefly acknowledges Crashaw as a writer (Poet and Saint), his focus is on how Krasho's kindness has surpassed his changing religion. Elegy is as much an exercise in the special application of logic as Edward Herbert on Donne. Henry
Watton, on the other hand, is not remembered as a writer at all, but instead for his public career. The combination of his training and role as an ambassador becomes an extended metaphor on which the tribute to the poem turns out. Twelve Elegy on the Author accompanied the posthumous first collected edition of Donn's work, Poems by
J.D. with the elegy of the author's death (1633), and were republished in subsequent editions over the next two centuries. Although the poems were often cast in a rather metaphysical style, half were written by other clergy, few of whom are remembered for their poetry. Among those who were Henry King and Jasper Main, who soon had
to give up authorship for clerical orders. The poetry of Bishop Richard Corbet also by now, and he had contributed only a humorous squib. Other churchgoers included Henry Valentine (fl 1600-50), Edward Hyde (1607-59) and Richard Busby. Two poets, Lucius Carey, 2nd Viscount of the Falklands and Thomas Carew, who joined the
1635 edition of Sidney Godolphin, were associated with the unorthodox Great Tew Circle. They also served courtiers, as did another party, Endymion Porter. In addition, Carew was in the service of Edward Herbert. Isaac Walton's connection to Donne's circle was more tangential. He had friends in the Limits of the Great Tew, but during
his elegy he worked as a researcher for Henry Wotton, who intended to write the life of a poet. Walton inherited this project after his death, publishing it under his own name in 1640; it was followed by the life of Watton himself, who preceded the collection of Watton's works in 1651. In 1670, they were followed by the life of George Herbert.
The connections between Donna's elegy were thus of a different order than between Donne and his circle of friends, often nothing more than a professional acquaintance. And once the poetic style has been launched, its tone and approach are still available as a model for later writers who don't necessarily commit so fully to it.
Characteristics free of the former artificial styles, Grierson tried to characterize the main features of metaphysical poetry in the introduction to his anthology. For it it begins with a break with the former artificial style of their predecessors to one free from poetic diction or conventions. Johnson acknowledged that their style should not have
been achieved by descriptions copied from descriptions, imitations borrowed from fakes, traditional images and hereditary comparisons. European Baroque influences, including the use of vanity, are another characteristic highlighted by Grierson, a baroque European dimension of poetry, its fantastic vanity and hyperbole that have been
fashion across Europe. Again Johnson was partly up to him in describing the style as borrowed from Marino and his followers. It was from the use of conceits particularly that the writing of these European counterparts was known, Concettismo in Italian, Conceptismo in Spanish. In fact Crashaw made several translations from Marino.
Grierson noted, besides that a little older poet, Robert Southwell (who is included in Gardner's anthology as a predecessor), learned from the antithetical, conceited style of Italian poetry and knew Spanish as well. The European dimension of Catholic poets Crashaw and Southwell has been commented on by others. According to one critic
of the 1960s, who defines the scale of the Baroque style in 17th-century English poetry, one might even say that it took the place of an earlier discussion of metaphysical. [22] is considered a notable pioneer of style, partly because his formative years were held outside England. And the fact that Crashaw's late life also took place outside
of England contributed to the fact that he, in the eyes of Mario Pras, was the greatest indicator of baroque style in any language. Krasho often quotes Harold Siegel as he embodies the characteristics of Baroque Poems, but he compares the work of several other metaphysical poets with their counterparts in Western and Eastern Europe.
The use of vanity was widespread not only throughout the continent, but also elsewhere in England among the poets of cavalier, including such elegists Donna as Carew and Godolphin. As an example of the rhetorical way in which various forms of repetition accumulate in the creation of tension, only exempt from their resolution at the
end of the poem, Segel copies of the English work of Heinrich King, as well as Ernst Christoph Homburg in German and Jan Andrzej Morshtyn in Polish. In addition, Marvell's His Coy Mistress is given as a famous example of the use of hyperbole common to many other metaphysical poets and the typical Baroque style too. Wordplay and
the wit of Europe supported by Africa and America, William Blake, the 1796 Way George Herbert and other English poets torture one poor word ten thousand ways, in the phrase Dryden, finds his colleague in a poem like Constantijn Huygens' Sondagh (Sunday) with his verbal variations on the word sun. In addition, Wordplay on this scale
was not limited to metaphysical poets, but can be found in the numerous meanings of will found in Shakespeare's Sonnet 135. and feelings in The fact that the soul is more than The Perfection or Reflection of Feeling. Such rhetorical devices are common in baroque writing and are often used by poets who are not usually identified with the
metaphysical style. Another striking example is found in Baroque poems dedicated to black beauty, built on the confrontation between the norm of female beauty and specimens that challenge this ordinariness. There are examples in Philip Sidney's sonnets, where the key contrast between black and bright; Shakespeare, the contrasting
black and the various meanings of fair; and Edward Herbert, where the black, dark and nightly contrast with the light, the bright and the spark. Black hair and eyes are the subject in English examples, while in general it is the skin color with which Romanesque poets deal in much of the same paradoxical style. Examples include Edward
Herbert La Gialletta Gallante or sun-burn'd exotic beauty and Marino La Bella Schiave (Beautiful Slave). Even more dramatic, En la Fiesta del Santasimo Sacramento (on the feast of the Blessed Sacrament) by Luis de Gangora Creole dialogue between two black women regarding the nature of their beauty. Much of this manifestation of
wit depends on strong literary conventions and differs only as belonging to a particular school in the way of treatment. But english writing goes further, using ideas and images derived from modern scientific or geographical discoveries to study religious and moral issues, often with an element of casuisticism. Bringing greater depth and
more thoughtful quality to their poetry, such traits distinguish the work of metaphysical poets from the more playful and decorative use of the Baroque style among their contemporaries. The platonic influence of the Ideas of Platonic Love had previously played a role in the love poetry of others, often derided there, although Edward Herbert
and Abraham Cowley took the theme of Platonic love more seriously in their poems with this title. In Henry Vaughan's poetry, as in other later discoveries, Thomas Trahern, neo-platonic concepts played an important role and contributed to some startling poems dedicated to the soul's memory of perfect beauty in the eternal realm and its
spiritual influence. Stylistic echoes long before it was so named, the metaphysical poetic approach was an accessible model for others outside the interconnected networks of 17th-century writers, especially young people who have yet to be content with a certain voice. The poems, written by John Milton at university, are an example and
include some of them, which were among his early published works, long before they were included in his 1645 poems. His Morning of The Nativity (1629) and On the Neck (1630) appear in Grierson's anthology; last poem and On the Carrier of the University (1631) appear in Gardner too. It can also be remembered that at the time Milton
composed them, a little younger John Cleveland was a fellow student at Christ College in Cambridge, whose metaphysical style influence was longer. In Milton's case, there is an understandable difference in how he matched his style to his subjects. For The Christmas Ode and a grateful poem about Shakespeare, he unfurled baroque
vanity, while his two poems about the wearer Thomas Hobson were a series of high-spiritual paradoxes. What was then called Epitaph about the wonderful poet-playwright W. Shakespeare was anonymously included among the poems presenting the second folio of Shakespeare's plays in 1632. Poems about Thomas Hobson were
anthologized in collections called Banquet Jests (1640, reissued 1657) and Wit Restor'd (1685), brackets as 1645 and 1673 poetry collections published during Milton's lifetime. The beginning of John Dryden's writing career coincided with the period when Cleveland, Cowley and Marvel first hacking publication. He had yet to go to
university when he promoted a poem about the death of Henry Lord Hastings on many other tributes published in Lachrymae Musarum (1649). It is typical of astronomical images, paradoxes, baroque hyperbole, games with learned vocabulary (universal metampsihosis) and irregular versification, which includes frequent enjambment. The
poem was quoted as exhibiting metaphysical extremes, but in this it sits well with others there who like it: John Denham's Elegy at the Death of Henry Lord Hastings, for example, or Marvell rather even after the death of Lord Hastings. Several correspondences among the poems there are sometimes explained as a result of the fact that
the book makes a secret royalist statement. In political circumstances, after the king's recent beheading, it was prudent to dispel the grief for him by mourning another under obscure and closely wrought arguments typical of the metaphysical style. The choice of style by the young Milton and the young Dryden can be explained in part by
contextual. Both went on to develop radically different ways of writing; none of them can be considered potentially metaphysical poets. Alexander Pope could not, but his early poems show an interest in his metaphysical ancestors. Among his juvenilia appear imitations of Cowley. In his youth he began to work on the adaptation of the
second satire Donn, to which he added the fourth satire to 1735. The pope also wrote his Elegy of The Poor Lady' (1717), while still young, injecting into it a string of metaphysical vanities in lines beginning to begin 'Most souls,' 'it's true, but peeps out once in age', which partly echoes an excerpt from Donna's Second Anniversary. By the
time the Pope wrote this, the fashion for metaphysical style had ended, and in its place was taken by a new orthodoxy, one of the expressions of which was the rewriting of the satire Donn. However, Johnson's dismissal from school was still in the future, and early 18th century hints of their work struck a chord in readers. Notes and links -
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